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ABSTRACT

A techdque developed earlier for measuring the temperature of inac-

cesmlble mrfaceu in low-temperature rotating machines III being adapted

to measure the temperature of surfaces ●t the higher temperatures and

in the erosive environment inside operating turbine engines, The method

use~ the temperature dependence of the characteristic decay time of the

laser-induced-fluorerncence of thermographic phosphors to measure the

temperature, Thin paper summarjses recent work in f’mur a?eas: phos-

phor characterization and calibration, instrumentation development,
bonding, and field tests. By using !mproved instrumentation and data-

●nalyois technique~, we memured calibration curvec for oeveral phos-

phors with greater accuracy and extended them to higher temperatures
then before. We evaluated phoaphoro that were ●ttached to sample w.r-

faceo by Idgh-ternperature bonding xnaterIals, electron-beam deposition,
flame apraylng, and plamua cpraying, We performed a burner-rig test on
some phosphor-coated camples ●nd designed, built, and calibrated the

Instrumentation required for an upcoming apln-plt tcet,
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Introduction

We recently developed a technique for remotely
measuring the temperature in rotating machines, mich
as developmental motors, electncal-power-gentiating
turbines, and gas centrifuges. More recently, we have
been adapting it for uae in the higher-temperature,
erosive environment in operating turbine engines.1
The goal of the present work is to field, in an operating
engine, a prototype temperature probe that wiIl mea-
sure mrface temperatures on 6.rat-stage rotor blades
or Stator vanes or both.

Review of the Technique

Certain materiale+alled thermographic
phosphors-(TPs) show unique and useful tempera-
ture dependence of the fluorescence that reoulte born

uv(or higher-energy) excitation, There are baeically
two techniques for meaauring temperature using TPs.
One of them UMIIthe ratio of temperature-dependent
cpectral-emission lines. The other, which uses the
characteristic decay time of those linen, seems to be the

best me for rotating or otherwise periodically moving
~urfaceo.

The basic idea ia that one can do remote thermom-
etry on either moving or stationary objects by obsem-
ing the temperature dependence of the fluorescence
emitted by TPs, The phosphor ia bonded to the eur-
face to be meaaured, ●nd ia presumably at the same
temperature or, if not, it ia aasumed to be pomible
to correct any differ~ntial, The TP ia then excited
by uv (or higher. energy) radiation. This results in
the emission of visible light comprised of groups of

rtmow spectral lines whose pro?ertiee vary with tem-

perature, Appropriate cpectral lines are selected with
optical 61tero and the fluor~scence in detected ●nd ana-

lysed by suitable inttrumenw, Both the amplitude and
the characteristic.decay time following pulsed excitw
tien decreeae monotonically with temperature abcve ●

“qumching” temperature, Below the quenching tem-
per~ture, thooe propertie~ ue constant or increasing,
We use the characteristic-decay time to meaaure the
temperature,

TP Characterhatlon ●nd Callbratlon

Virtually ●l] of the TPs ~tudied so fw we ceram.
ics that are rnre-enrth-doped (;roup III metal oxides

and oxysulfides, but we are alao studying garnets
and Group II metal-doped fluorogermanates. Table
I lists some basic information ●bout all of the TPs
we have studied co f= in their powder form. The
table shows that the TPs’ usefulneaa m remote tem-
perature monitors extends wer the ramge from below
-200 (L~02S:Eu) to ●t leaat +12(X)”C (Y20s:Eu and
perhaps others). The upper temperature limit shown
usually results from the emission becoming too dim
to be detected with ou experiment setup. But some
of the oxyeulfide TPs begin to disintegrate at higher
temperatures. So the upper limit of their temperature
range may result horn either effect. The limit shown
for YX03:EU ia a result of the temperature limit of the
laboratory oven; we expect to extend the temperature
range using a n~w!y acquired 1700° C oven. A few of
the TP’s temperature ranges have not yet been rJuffi-
ciently well eatabliahed to hat them on the table. The
emismon cpectra (luminescence intensity as a function
of wavelength) spectra were all taken with the m,ite-
rials excited by uv light, In most caaes., the excitation
wavelength was 337 nm, from a nitrogen laaer. The
excitation spectra are taken by holding the de tec ted

wavelength constant ●t one of the important emission

lines while varying the excitation wavelength.
Table 11 hats those TPs that have had their decay

times meaaured or that have been temperature-cycled,
or both. in most caaes, these TPs have been deposited
crl IN-1OOsubstrates after being mixed with a binder,
as shown in the table, or have been deposited directly
by ● mechanical deposition method, The decay times
hated are all within the range of readily detectable sig-
nals, Temperature cycling causes adverae eflecte in a
few cues, These are curwntly being studied for expla-
nations, The precision values of three T% were estab-
lished by making isothmmsd mewurements, The oven
waa met at a fixad temperatur~, decay .tbne measure-

ment were repeatwi !.en timeo, and the regu]ta were!
ana!ysed ctatiatically, T!iw.mau]ting two-sigma valuei
are: L~02S:Tb, *2B F J? 900° F; YV04:Dy, *6° F
at 600° F; and Mg4(F)GeOO:Mn, +10° F at 90(JoF and
+14° F ●t 12500F,

At least four TFa arc of particular interest for fll.
tu]e work. One of them, Y203:Cd, hw strong ?mk

aion Iince that are completely quenched at 10W”(:,
but some weaker line~ sre not quenched ant!thwr-
fore might be useful ●t higher temperatures, EVIAIU.

●tion d the energy .level diagrama of GC1203:??Uin~i”
catea thnt it ia alno II high-temperature candidtte w?
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have not yet found a vendor for it, however. The the-
ory indicates that SCZOS:EU should be useful at very
high temperature because it haa ● ~mall lattice and a
large cbpant. We have had ● sample grown at the Oak
Ridge Naticmal Laboratory and are currently teati.ng
it. I&fanganeae-doptid magnesium 9uorogermanate haa
● large number of thermo~aphic emiaaion lines, come
of which appear to be usable St temperatures well in
exc=s of 1200”C.

Moat of our recent effort haa gone into etudying
Yz03:Eu, which haa a 611-nm emieaion line that ie

ueeful to at kaet 1200° C. We teeted the TP in vari-
oua forma: powder, hot-preeeed capsule, and bonded

to eurfacea by elec;ron-beam deposition, flame spray,

and pherna spray. We found that the ‘virgin” (prior to

temperature cycling) decay time-ve-temperature cali-
bration curvee for the variou6 forms showed a d~con-
certing variation jn slope of the eemilog plots. Fol-
lowing appropriate e ‘burn-in” by temperature cycling,
the cwea stabili~ed, but not neceaearily to tbe same
dope for each fo,rm of the phoephor. There are alao
phosphor-binder kteractions that are not yet under-
stood.

Experimental Techniques andData Jmalysis

We we methodically evaluating the systematic er-

rors in the calibration equipment, the data- acquieit ion
instr~menta, and the data-analyeia hardware and soft-
ware. A careful calibration of our laboratory-grade
ovens hae documented the nature of the thermal
gradiente.a Figure 1 u a three-dimensional plot of tem-
perature ae ● function of po~ition at ● nominal tem-
perature of 1150”C relative to an NBS-traceable ther.
mocouple, Tbe very sub~tantial variation in tempera-
ture (70° between extremes) #howe that one must be
very careful, when taking calibration data, to locate
tampleu carefully, especiall} with respect to the ther-
mocouple, It ie also uoeful to have a rather large ther-
mal mase surrounding munplee to serve aa ● conetant-
tsmpwature best eink,

The precision limito of the Tektronix 78s4 wave-
forrn.processing oscilloscope have been explored.9 Fig-
ure 2 ia a plot of ths measured decay lifetime aa a func-
tion of the numbsr of data averaging, Note that there
u an optimum number of averagin Es, at which both the
error and the uncertainty Me minimized, Above that
optimum number, ths error in the meaeured lifetime
increaaea because of truncatio~l errors.

All calibrations so far have used a photomultiplier
tube (PMT) as the optical detector. In our queqt to
maximiae the accuracy of the calibration data, we have
compmed RCA 2020 PMTe with EG&G FOD-1OO sil-
icon photodiodes, ITT high-speed vacuum photodi-
odes, and RCA avalanche photodiodea (A PDs). The
work with APDs indicates that we may expect bet-

ter SNR, better background rejection, better linearity,
and higher accuracy from them than from PMTs in
those situations where their slightly lower gain in not
● serious problem. We have aleo evaluated gating of
PMTs ae ● way of discriminating ●gainst backgrounds
that steal charge from the tubes, This difilcult prob
lem hae been looked ●t extensively by others wit bout
finding a fully satisfactory aolu!ion. We have devised
a new gating technique which looks promieing, but it
will become academic if APDs fulfill their promise;
with them, gating ia expected to be unnecessary.

An improvement to the data-acquisition eystem haa
reduced the systematic error in the decay-time mea-
surement *O3% St high temperature, compared with
the previous 10% or greater. A 150ne delay after ex-

citation eatablishee a starting point for tbe measure-

ment, which then uses the 80% and 30% amplitude

points relative to the starting-point unplitude.
A completely different technique ia in uee for those

caeee where the cha.acterietic-decay curve deviates
substantially from an exponential. This technique cal-
culates the correlation coefficient, p, for a complete
waveform ●t the unknown temperature by comparing
it with a otored library of data points at other, known,
temperatures. A cubic curw fit to 1- p, aa shown in
Fig. 3, ie plotted vo temperature. The minimum in
thie curve occurB at the unknown temperature.

The optice used for excitation of TPs and collection
of light emieaion have ●lao been improved. Figure 4

shows an optical aesembly we designed and fabricated
that efficiently feeds uv light into samples in ovens
and detects the fluorescence. Incoming uv ia almost
entirely reflec~,ed by ● dichroic mirror into an optical
fiber that goeo to the sample. The return signal, which
includes come uv reflected by the Jample, also otrikes
the dichroic mirror, The background uv ia refiected
while the vieible light paesee through. A narrowband
optical filter oelects the desired wavelength of fluores-
cence, which pames into the PMT.

The optical fibere that are now being run into ovens
directly adjacent to the TP sarnp]ee replace a less-

efflcient Iene system ueed previously, Silica fibers begin
to sag at ●bout 11500c, eo we are now using high-
purity oapphire rods inoi$e the ovens, Ultimately,
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fa engine probing, we will encaae fibers inaide cooled
metal probes. Three different vemiona of these are now
●ither beiug built or tested for uae in difTerent appli-
cation.

Bondin&

We are evaluating bonding methods that may be
suitable for high-temperature surfaces. We me par-
ticularly interested in those techniques that spply
TPs directly to surfacea, such m electron-beam, sput-
tering, flame-spray, and plaama-spray methods, and
those wherein TPE are tied with high-temperature
binders,

Severaf of the bindem used are ahowa in Table II.
W? will discuaa uae of one of them in more detail in
the next section.

Direct Methods

A.

B,

4

Flame opray. Procedures were developed in an

attempt to use”carriefl materiala (metab or ox-

ides that carry the phosphors with them to the

substrate) in the brie-spraying process, with

three goala. First, TPs that could not normally
be flame-oprayed (becauae of inappropriate parti-
cle sises or tendency to agglomerate) mig}.t now
be flame- sprayed. Se~ond, in addition to be-
in~ used u carriera, metala would better match
the coe5cient of expansion of the substrate aud
would h~v? higher thermal conductivity, mAth
obvious benefits. Finally, we could find out if
the TP-carrier mixtures would survive the !lame-

Bpray temperatures. Table 111hats some of the
camier materiala and Table IV show the results
of flame aprayi.ng with carriers,

Sputtering. We attempted to increue the tiput-
tering rate over that reported previoualyl by con-
structing a special, water-cooled, luger target.
The results were still dianppointing, The new
t~get gave a variable thickneaa (2:1 ratio) of TP
over the (km x &in coating area and the coating
waa spotty, Sputtering is useful in thour ●ppli-
cationa t!iat require a thin layer of TP t~ut---ao
far-is not useful for relatively thick coatinga,

c.

D.

Electron-Beam. Y203 :Eu waa electron-beamed
onto selected superalloy bare, IN-lCO sheets, and
aevcral ceramica. The coatings were smooth, uni-
form, and adhered well.

Plaama-Spray. We are assuming, without doing
any actual plaama spraying, that any tests done
by flame spraying cm be done better by plama
spraying except when the higher operating tem-
perature adveraely affects the TPs.

Severaf aamplea of inconel aheeta and an IN-1OO
caating on which Y209 :Eu had been deposited were
examined using SEM (scanning electron microscopy)

and ESCA (electron spectroscopy for chemical analy-
aia). The results are discussed elsewhere.’

Field Tests

Twelve samplea of turbine-blade sectioua were sub-
jected to ● burner-rig teat at Unitect Technologies Re-
search Center (UTRC), The bar numbers (our des-

ignation), the TPa, and the application method are
shown in Table V. The unpaaaivated bars were sub-
jected to lS70eC at s gaavelocity of Mach 0.2-0.4 for
two hours, Normally, unpaaaivated bara are not tested
aboveabout 900° C, but no paasivated bara were avail-

●ble, 3ubatantial TP loaa occurred on all bara. The TP

loss waa greatest in th? flame center where the highest
templwaturt and velocity are expected. However, de-
spite the extreme conditions, all bara had measurable
TP remaining outside of the central area, and some
had maaaurable TP in the center. Substrate oxida-
tion and resultant apaf.ling of the TP appeais to be
the main loss mechaniam. Further tests at such tem-
perature will be restricted to pasaivated bara.

The experiment design b complete for a spin-pit
teat at UTRC, Thir will be the 6rat teat of TPa bonded
onto an actual turbine disc that u subjected to super-
irnpoaed centrtiugal arid heat loada. We will at~empt
to meaauie the temperature of the disc duririg the test.

Figure 5 shows the optics layout and Fig. 6 shows the
triggering and timing layout, Nine ‘spots” of TP have
been l~id outon the disc (Fig, S) in the same radial pe
aition as thin-film thcrmocouplea ●ttached by UTRC
personnel. Light at 337-nrn from the lacer atrikeo the
apotg at the several radii on the dike, aa oclected by
the gimbal mirror, The fluorescence-collection optics
are housed in a light-tight. cylinder, The wavelength



61tar selects the deeired spectral line after the phon- 2.
phoreacence paaee. through the ●perture (spatial 61-
ter), the optical signal ia detected by the PMT, and
the resultant electrical signal ia recorded. The timing 3.

(Fig. 6) mad up to synchronise the 6ring of the laser
to the locations of the TP spots. X any dctaila are not 4.
ehown. For exwple, s countdown trigger generator
selects only every rbth tachometer pulse from the spin-
pit rig, becauae the laser can only be tired at about 10
pps maximum rate

The test will include measurements at 300,600, 9!)0, ~.
and 1250°F. The three TPs diacuused in the previous
cection will cover the test temperature range.

None of the dinct phosphor-~pplication methods in
6.

sujtable for thie test. For example, none of the three

TPe can be flame-sprayed. Electron-beam deposition
was not used because LazO# cannot be hot-premed

and the other two TPa have never been hot-pressed,
s requirement for the eltctron-beam target. Of the
binders teated, CRC-SBE wu chosen because it re-

ducee oxidation of the cubscrate, can be applied in a
thin coat, withstood g-load teats at 1000° F, and passed
● simple durability teat.

Meaaured decay lifetime w number of data averag-
ing for ● Tektronix 7854 oacilbcope.

Curve fit to 1- p aa a function of temperature.

Optical assembly for feeding w light into thermo-
graphic-phosphor tmrnples in ovenB and for extract-
ing and ~eparating the desired luminescence sig-

nal.

Optics lay aut for the spin-pit test

lMggering and timing layout for the spin-pit test

1,

‘B, W, Noel, et al.,. Proposed Laser-Induced Fluc-
rencence Method for Remote Thennometry in ‘lhr-
bine EngineB.’ J. Propulsion and Power 2, 565
(1986).

2W, N, Luts, et al., ”An Oven Calibration System
with Automated Data Acquisition and NBS 71ace-
●bility? Univuraity of Virginia report UVA/532666/
NEEP86/10IC (June 1986).

‘L, J, DowelJ, et d,, ”Precision Limits of Wave
form Recove~ and Analysie in ● Signal Process-
ing Oscilloscope,’ Rev, Sci. Inotrum,, to be pub
lbhed in Ju]y, 1987.

‘D, L. Beahears, M. J. Bridges, and L, A. Har-
ria, ‘Evaluation of Commercially Available Coat-
ing Techniques for Nickel-Baeed Alloy s,” Mar-
tinMarietta report K/TS-11,801 (April 1986),

FIGURE CAPTIONS

Plot of the temperature v!
oven.
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SumlmaryOf@’feam3rements4- ~P~d~
—? Range

Vender Measured Emission Excitation
Phosphor GTE USR Other Color to Eye (’C) Spectrum Spectrum

L~02S:Eu
Y202S:EU
La20$:Tb
Gdz02S:Tb
Y202S:Tb
Y20zS:Tb
YzOzS:Pr
YV04 :Eu
YV04:Dy
Y20s:Eu
Y203:Gd
SC203:EU
Mgt(F)Ge06:Mn
YsA&012:Tb
Ba3(P0,)2:Eu
Ba~lF:Eu
BaCIF:Sm

x
x x
x x
x x
x
x

x
x
x
x x
x

x
x

x

x

yellow
x red

green
green
blue to white
green
white
red
yellow
red
blue

x red
435 to 730
750 to 1100
blue

red
x red

-200 to +200

30 to 300

100 to 310
260 to 540

350 to 500
280 to 370
600 to 1200

400 to 1200
yeo
yes

(bad MUIIP]C)

yea
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yea
yea
yes
yea
yes
yes
yes

yea

yes
ye8

yes
yes
yea
yea
ye~
yes
yea
yea

yes

. .



Table II
Summary of Measurements on Bonded Phoephors

Phoephor Meaaured Decay Temperature Precieion Excitation Ernkion
Binder

Emiaaion Emiaeion Comments

Temperature Timee Cycling Value Spectra spectra Spectra Line
Suoetratr Range (“C) (pe) ●tT. StT. sc>T, (rim)

La,OzS:Eu
CRC-SBE 100-200
(note 1)
IN-1OO

IAY02S:EU
P-1 lm-2oo
(note 2)
IN-1OO

)2S:EU
.C7te3) lcO-2oo

lh. idO

Y%OsS:Tb
flame sprayed 260-540
IN-1OO

YVO,:Dy
CRC-SBE 2S0-S70
1N-1OO

YV04:EU
C004(note 4) 425-700
1N.1OO

Mg. (F)Ge06
:Mn 10-480
Al

Mg, (F)Ge06
:Mn CRC-SBE 425-760
IN.1oo

YsOS:Eu
Ihme+pmyed 590-700
IN-1oo

YzO,:EU
(note 6) 560-850

YxO~:ELI
hot-pmased 600-10ss
pellet

Notes.

120-20

12-20

120-20

450-2

140-20

yes;
loses
sensitivity

yea;
ehifte
calibration

yea;
loses
eermitivity

yes;
4 Cycles to
660”c

yes;
2 Cycla to
6s0”c

yes;
1 cYcle to
706” c

200CH40 no

yes ;
200-0,24 2 CyCk to

763” c

yes ;
200-100 6 cycles to

730” c

SO&4 no

yes ;
200-O.4 2 Cyclee

to 10.30”c

yes yes
(note 6)

no no

no no

no no

yes
(note 6) ‘o

no yes

no no

yes ye-
(note 6)

no yes

no no

yet yes

yes
before and no
titer cycle

yee
before and 1.3
after cycle

yee
before and no
after cycle

yed
before and no
after cycle

y-
before snd no
after cycling

ya no

yes ya

ye no

yti no

no no

yee no

6s7

5s7

6s7

544

674

617

664
—
6s7

6s0

611

611

611

1. CRC-SBE h ● wster-baeed cersmic refractory mint made by Ceramic Ret,-actoryCom
2. P-1 is ● powder or paete form of lnsa-Lute A-d&~ive Cemen~ #1 made by sauer~icen Cements Co,
3, SC is a celluloeic. baeed binder made by ZYP Costin@, Inc.
4. C904 ic ●n ultrahiKh.temperature circoni~baeed Dicrnent vehicle made by Cotronics Corn.

saturation
obeerved

more sensitivity 108s
with cycling than
with CRC-SBE binder

calibration
shifted +25° C
with cycling

no change with
cycling, maturation
observed

good alternative
to Mg4(F)Ge06 :Mn

ratio of two line:
u ● function of
temperature

loae~ quantum
●tllciency with
cycling (note 7)

study comparu calibration
curweo for different
deposition methods

S, Thb phosphor WU-comphed in three di~erent fo-m-o: ●lectnxr-beam dep~~ited, pleema.tprayed, and sputtered.
6. F’mcioion valuec of theoe pho-pho~were utabli~hed in order to ute the phornphom in the spin-pit te~t described below,
7, Thb phosphor is used in ● commercially ●vailable dc thermometry i~trument in the temperature r~ge from .100 to 4cKI”C, However,
decay time# in thit region e.re too long to be uoable in rapidly rotsting objects.

1



TABLE III. Carrier Matmids

Material Components Comments

M461 Ni, Cr, Al, C:, Y Self-binding
M15E Ni, Cy, Fe, Si, B, C Self-fluxing

PWA 1368 Ni, CO, Cr, Al, Hf, Y Passivation Layer
M201 ZrOz + CaCOg To be used with a bond coat
M202 ZrOz + Yz03 To be used with a bond ccat
M31C Ni, WC, Cr, B, Si Self-fluxing

1



TABLE(V. BurRw=R&bt53arcI

Mix Mix Ratio Comments

Y203:Eu + M15E 1:2 Fluor in pits - on grinding down, fluor greatly reduced
Y20s:Eu + M461 1:1 Fluor in pits - in grinding down, fluor greatly reduced

Y203:Eu + PWA 1368 1:1 No visible fluor
YZ03 :Eu + M202 1:2 Fluor
Y203:Eu + hf201 1:2 FIuor - somewhat spatted

Mg4(F)Ge08:Mn + M202 1:2 Spotted Fluor
Y203:Eu + M31C 1:2 Fluor in pits - on grinding down, fluor greatly reduced

( ‘..,

. .
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TABLE V. Burner-Rig-’l’e-at Bars

:U # Phoephor Application Method

FJ6 Y20s:Eu/Y20zS:Tb Flame spray

FJ4 “{@s S:Tb/ZrOz Flame spray
FJ3 YnO~S:Tb/Zr02 Flame spray
lL3J5 YaO;:Eu ‘ -
P-3J3 Y20s:Eu
FJ2 ‘.-20 $:Eu/ZrC2
FJ 1 YaO~:Eu/Zr02
E3J4 Y203:EU

E Beam- -
Pla3ma
Flame spray
Flame spray
E Beam

FJ5 YaO;S:Tb/Y203:Eu Flame spray
E3J3 Y209:Eu E Beam
P2J4 Y203:Eu Plaama spray
SP-3-1 Y203:Eu Sputter

1
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I-Correlation Cwf . V9. Tanperotufe for LoZUZS:LU. Weosurerent ●— ----
at 310°F correlated c~ainst library extending frou 250 to 35Q”F.
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